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ABSTRACT: Restoration following root canal treatment and retreatment are carried out in
order to restore form, function and aesthetics. Mechanically restored restorations have
demonstrated good reliability and predictability as treatment option, where there is a
biological cost. The emergence of adhesive based restoration is purely based on the
purpose of minimally invasive dentistry philosophy and also due to development of reliable
adhesive systems. Adhesive restoration offers many advantages like conservation of tooth
structure by which conservative preparation will reduce periodontal problem and
possibility of re-intervention if required. Long term success of endodontically treated teeth
depends upon the operative choices opted by clinician keeping in mind about the individual
clinical case, to restore with direct or indirect restorations, overlays or full crown, using or
not using posts and the materials and principles utilized for restoration preparation. The
treatment plan is purely based on the amount of remaining coronal structure and
functional requirement of the tooth which is root canal treated.
KeyWords: Minimal invasive dentistry, Re-intervention, wear resistance, overlay,
Endocrown
1. INTRODUCTION
Endodontically treated teeth (ETT) needs restoration which can be achieved by various
methods because the successful clinical outcome depends upon both the root canal treatment
done and the adhesive restoration treatment performed afterwards [1]. Although variety of
restoration modality available, selecting a suitable treatment option depending upon the
clinical situation is a challenging situation for the dentist because of the structural difference
between vital and non-vital root filled teeth and other factors [2, 3].
Restoration following root canal treatment and retreatment are carried out in order to restore
form, function and aesthetics, to prevent bacterial micro-leakage into the root canal system, to
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protect the residual tooth structure against fracture, to ensure periodontal health and to
prevent abrasion of the antagonist teeth [4,5]. Mechanical retention based restoration was
conventional method of restoring teeth which are now replaced by adhesion based modern
restoration modality [6]. The emergence of adhesive based restoration is purely based on the
purpose of minimally invasive dentistry philosophy and also due to development of reliable
adhesive systems [7].
Mechanically restored restorations have demonstrated good reliability and predictability as
treatment option, where there is a biological cost [8]. Adhesive restoration offers many
advantages like conservation of tooth structure by which conservative preparation will reduce
periodontal problem and possibility of re-intervention if required [9]. The aim of this review is
to assess the literature on various treatments available and used in restoration of teeth treated
by endodontic treatment.
2. DIRECT RESTORATION
Direct restoration can be provided by means of Amalgam or Composite restorations.
Amalgam restorations are mechanically retained whereas composite restorations are retained
micro-mechanically with help of adhesive systems. Amalgam restorations were an
economical material able to ensure a stable coronal seal to allow the treatment because of
their clinical, practical and ergonomic advantages like optimum marginal seal, wear
resistance and compression strength, good polish ability, excellent costs-benefits ratio [10].
Several limitations like rigidity of the material, changes in size caused by thermal expansion
coefficient and expansion during the hardening phase which leads to micro-leakage [11].
Direct composite restorations are least invasive option when restoring posterior tooth where
conservative access cavity had been prepared which aids in rebuilding the integrity of
residual tooth structure. Minimally destructed tooth can be managed by intra coronal
composite restoration which has good longevity [12- 13].
3. INDIRECT RESTORATIONS
Indirect restorations are provided in the form of Composite resin based Onlay/overlay,
Ceramic Onlay/overlay which is lithium disilicate pressed or cad-cam fabricated, and Gold
overlay. Usage of partial indirect adhesive restorations should be preferred in cases of
medium sized cavity where conservative approach is followed. These partial indirect
adhesive crowns preserve coronal structure by avoiding contamination of the root canal
system, reinforcing of residual dental tissues, guarantee optimum form and function and also
provides economic undoubtful clinical advantages.
Onlay is an indirect restoration which could be performed if the marginal ridge and cusps are
healthy where the presence of one marginal ridge is lost and other two adjacent cusps are
compromised. Not indicated in cases where endodontically treated tooth which is heavily
compromised.
Overlays involve techniques that require removal of tooth structure by half compared to that
of a complete crown preparation. Overlays are advised in cases where the endodontically
treated posterior teeth had loss of both marginal ridges as the overlay preparations involves
cusp coverage which increases the resistance to fracture of cusps in cases like mesioocclusal-distal cavities [14].
Onlays and Overlays are adhesive technique which helps the clinician to preserve rather than
remove dentin. These restorations require precision during every step in preparation like
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build-up, cavity preparation, impression, luting, finishing and polishing where the attention
given to minute details can provide basis for the long lasting nature of the restoration [15].
There are different materials available for adhesive overlays such as gold, composite resins
and ceramic materials. Compared to all the available materials, gold overlays are minimally
invasive indirect restoration, which offer advantage of being biologically conservative nature
and also been reported to have a survival rate of 89% over a period of 5 years [16, 17].
Indirect composite overlays provide esthetic and biologically conservative option although its
clinical performance in posterior dentition remains a questionable aspect [18]. Studies carried
out in the past provide favorable results for using indirect composite overlay, but a failure
rate of 21% was noted in posterior restored teeth with patients who had parafunctional habit
[19]
.
Indirect ceramic overlays are considered as an excellent treatment modality when there is
high esthetic demand, as it preserves significant amount of tooth structure and have been
reported as excellent cusp-replacing restoration [20, 21].
4. ENDOCROWNS AND FULL CROWNS
In cases of tooth which is severely destructed, there is a requirement of some sort of intraradicular retention that helps in retaining restoration which can be achieved with the help of
metal post, core and full coverage crowns [22].
Much conventional and advanced technique had been practiced over the years in order to
provide a restoration of a root canal treated teeth by means of various crown placement
modalities. A new technique invented by Nayyar et al, wherein the restorative core material
fills the pulp chamber and extends into the coronal root canals followed by full coverage
crowns can be utilized for better longevity and predictability [23].
Full crowns have fewer indications due to advancements of restoration of endodontically
treated teeth and due to the concept of minimally invasive restoration. Full crowns are
advised when there is loss of crown structure with extension into cervical third, as a
component of fixed prosthesis or in cases where perio-prosthesis is indicated. These crowns
are provided in various materials like metal, metal fused to porcelain, ceramic crowns e.t.c.
Endocrowns was originally referred to as mono-block porcelain technique by Pissis [24]. Later
it was the term Endocrown was introduced by Bindl and Mörmann [25]. It is basically a type
of restoration that consists of a core and a crown as a single unit which extends into the pulp
chamber [26]. Retention of endocrown is achieved by the adhesive resin cement which aids in
micro-mechanical retention and pulp chamber’s axial walls acts as macro-mechanical
retention. It reduces the need for a post, which would reduce the risk of vertical root fracture
and incidental root perforations. It mainly consists of acentral retention cavity and circular
butt-join margin inside the pulp chamber. Endocrown does not have inter radicular anchorage
[27]
.
Posts are indicated in teeth which require mechanical support to withstand the crown in cases
where there is maximum or severe destruction of tooth structure due to caries or fracture of
enamel. Placement of post depends upon factors like [28]
1. Post length: Length of post should reach two-thirds of entire root length. An ideal ration
of crown length to post length should be at least 1:1.
2. Post diameter: A minimum dentin thickness of 1 mm around the post should be provided.
3. Post fixation: Posts which were adhesively cemented are more fracture resistant.
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4. Post design: Parallel-side posts surrounded by large amounts of cements has lower
fracture rates when compared to tapered posts with maximal adaptation in root canal
which has high fracture rate.
5. Post and core material: Post and core material should be selected similar.
Although endodontic posts are necessary in order to provide retention and strength to
remaining tooth structure it is assessed and avoided in cases where
1) Preparation of an endodontic post requires the removal of healthy dental tissue at the root
which increases the probability of root fracture [29].
2) Presence of posts is seen to be associated with increased incidence of endodontic lesions
[30]
.
3) In cases of retreatment, the post acts as an obstacle which leads to removal of radicular
dentin and also the risk of perforation [31].
5. CONCLUSION
Long term success of endodontically treated teeth depends upon the operative choices opted
by clinician keeping in mind about the individual clinical case, to restore with direct or
indirect restorations, overlays or full crown, using or not posts and the materials and
principles utilized for restoration preparation. The treatment plan is purely based on the
amount of remaining coronal structure and functional requirement of the tooth which is root
canal treated. This review was carried out in order to update a current literature about various
post endodontic restoration modalities available regarding which further studies should be
carried out to provide an insight into better treatment option based on the condition of the
tooth portion remaining.
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